New Student Newspaper
Set to Publish on April 4
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There will be another student newspaper at Ohio State next April. It will be called the University Forum and Literary Review. According to the editor, Marty D. Wolfand, Arts-1, the Forum will be entirely opinion. "We will run opposing opinions side by side," he said.

Douglas R. Kutter, Arts-1, the assistant editor, said they want to present the middle-of-the-road view by presenting both sides of any given argument. "The Lantern is tied to the administration and the People. Yes is shackled to the institution of radicalism," he said.

They are obligated to "shock the pants off" the establishment, he added.

Wolfand said he is dissatisfied with the inconsistency of the Lantern resulting from quarterly change of staff.

The editors want to appeal to everyone intelligently. "We are not going to become sensational for the sake of readership," Kutter said.

Rather than sensationalism, Wolfand plans to use stories about famous people and faraway places to attract readers. He hopes to have an interview of Gov. James A. Rhodes. Eventually he plans to have stories from foreign countries.

Wolfand said he may go to Canada next summer to interview draft dodgers. Wolfand decided at the end of Autumn Quarter to start a newspaper and has been working ever since on details like format, advertising and publications board approval.

"The publications board was very pleased with us," Kutner said.

In order to gain board approval a publication must be economically stable and have a faculty advisor.

Asst. Prof. Ford T. Swetnam of the English department is the advisor. And Wolfand said the Forum has enough advertising scheduled to pay for printing costs of the first issue.

The eight-page paper will be sold for 10 cents a copy and will come out on April 4th. It will be available biweekly in dormitories and commons areas.

Wolfand said there are already 50 staff members, but the Forum will accept articles from anyone. Kutter said they will not print anything they think is in poor taste.

The Forum newsroom is on the fourth floor of Hackett Hall. Five rooms were assigned to the paper through the Office of Campus Planning.

"The administration has cooperated very well with us," Kutter said.
University Forum Folds

Marty Wolfand, editor-in-chief of the University Forum, announced Tuesday that the publication must fold due to "inadequate staff and tight money."

The action followed an unsuccessful attempt to obtain national advertising from an agency in Detroit. Without national advertising revenue the Forum could not continue publication, Wolfand said.

The Forum began operations on April 3, 1969 and published eight issues before folding. It was to serve as a liberal campus newspaper independent of University support and control, Wolfand said.

The University offered the paper recognition for Winter Quarter, but the editors declined it announcing that another edition would bankrupt the paper and leave no money to pay bills already pending, according to Managing Editor Harry Busch, Business Administration-3.

Wolfand resigned as editor for personal reasons. "I've just been dismissed from State for the second time due to an over-involvement with the paper," he said.

He also said that the Forum did not fold due to direct administrative pressure from the University. "We just never got the response we expected from the student body or the campus business community," Wolfand added.
'All Positions'
In New Paper

By SANDY HAEGER

Ohio State's newest student newspaper made its debut Thursday... the You-Niversity Press... and you may have noticed a significant difference between it and its short-lived predecessor, the now-defunct Forum.

"The You-Niversity Press was founded by a group of students who were interested in putting out a bi-weekly newspaper, according to its Editor-in-chief Mark Kapel, EDF-1.

Kapel said the You-Niversity Press differs from the Forum in that the Press has no set editorial position, and will accept all positions of student opinion, he said.

Kapel said the Forum "had a tendency to exclude certain viewpoints that didn't agree with its editorial policy."

Work of Students
"I think a student newspaper should be entirely the work of the students," he said. For that reason he does not want any wire-service, syndicated columns and comic strips, or articles from other student publications in the Press. He hopes the faculty will respond to the bi-weekly Press, but said student articles will get preference.

There is no competition on the part of the Press with the Lantern, Kapel said.

Student Vehicle
"The Lantern provides a service to the campus by informing students of University news. It has been here for 90 years and serves as a unifying device for a very large campus," he said.

Since the Press wants to give students a vehicle for expressing themselves in print, Kapel said that, "Together both newspapers should provide a more informative and broadening service to the students."

The Press is financed solely on advertising, said Mark Crumbaker, Arts-2 and advertising manager.

He said they are optimistic about the future of the paper.
'You-Niversity Press' To Return Fall Quarter

By JOSEPH BOULWARE
Lantern Staff Writer

You-Niversity Press, a bi-weekly newspaper that made its debut on campus last spring, will resume publication Fall Quarter with a special back-to-school edition Sept. 30, according to Dennis Pappas, Education-2.

Pappas, business manager of the publication, said seven issues will be published Fall Quarter with a planned circulation of 25,000 to 30,000.

The usual length of the paper, which will be funded entirely through advertising revenue, will be 8 to 12 pages, according to Pappas, but Mark Kapel, Education-2, editor of the You-Niversity Press, is planning a 24 to 32 page back-to-school edition.

You-Niversity Press was only published once Spring Quarter because of disturbances on campus.

The newspaper received recognition from the Student Publications Board in March and billed itself as a "Student newspaper for students" in its only issue last April.

Pappas said the You-Niversity Press is not in competition with the Lantern, "because they use wire copy for national and local news while we are interested in campus news exclusively."

The newspaper was printed last spring by the Canal Winchester (O.) Times. Pappas estimated printing cost of the one issue at $550, an amount he hopes to cut in half with the planned installation of printing equipment by the Student Publications Board in August.

"The board is in the process of purchasing the equipment now and has agreed to let student publications use it at a central location in the Ohio Union," Pappas said.

The You-Niversity Press is sponsoring a recruitment drive this summer and Fall Quarter. They are particularly interested in applications for writing.